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SPIRIT - The Professional Development Program for Teachers & Counselors
July 9-20, 2012
If you are a high school teacher or guidance counselor, the SPIRIT program will show
you how you can enhance the delivery of your classroom lessons or advising information using a software tool that has been proven to engage student interest. Additionally, you will learn about the wide-ranging opportunities that exist for students who
pursue IT careers, including those that support your discipline.
This year’s two-week, residential, professional development institute for teachers
and counselors starts on Monday, July 9, 2012, and continues through Friday, July 20,
2012. During the first week, you will learn to use the basic and advanced features of
a software tool, Alice, to enhance instruction in STEM (science, technology, engineering, math) and other disciplines. During the program, you will have the opportunity to
develop Alice-based lessons for a specific unit that you teach or animations using Alice
that should better engage student interest in career planning information. Then, during the second week, you will practice delivering your lesson(s)/animation(s) to a small
group of high school students in order to collect feedback and further refine them.
You’ll have the opportunity to work with other teachers/counselors and SPIRIT staff
to polish your work so it will be ready for use when the school year begins. During the
school year when you implement your enhanced, Alice-based lessons into your classes
or animations in your advising practice, you will have more opportunities to further
refine them. Finally, you will share your experiences and lessons learned with SPIRIT
staff and other teachers.
Benefits
• Educational credit available (Professional Growth Points-PGPs or Continuing Education Units-CEUs)
• $1000 stipend, subject to completion of all required activities, assessments and
forms    
• No-cost lodging in air-conditioned single units
• Breakfast and lunch are provided
• Instructional design support for your Alice-based lessons/animations during the
school year
• Technical support, as needed, to install software in your school labs
• Certificate of completion
• Software, textbook, and sample Alice worlds
www.itpossibilities.org/Teachers_Program.aspx

SPIRIT Camp for Students: July 16-20, 2012
www.itpossibilities.org/Students_Program.aspx
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Hooked on Science

www.hookedonscience.org/index.html

Jason Lindsey is an award-winning science educator.  Jason studied science and
journalism at Western Kentucky University, where he earned a Bachelor of Science
degree.  At WKU, Jason focused on general science with an emphasis in meteorology and climatology.  Jason has worked
diligently for more than 10 years to take
science beyond the classroom window.  
Each year he performs hands-on science

experiments at hundreds of schools and
community events throughout the United
States.  His hands-on, kid-friendly, science
classes are offered throughout the year
and have helped hook thousands of kids
on science.
Twitter - @HookedOnScience
Be sure to check out the Experiment
Archive for great ideas!

Physics Central
Explore the Science
www.physicscentral.com/

In Explore the Science you
can read about current
research in physics and
the interesting lives of
physicists. You can also
watch the PhysicsCentral
news vodcast, see some
great physics pictures, and
listen to the PhysicsCentral

podcast where we discuss
new and interesting topics
in Physics.
Ask & Experiment
Ask & Experiment has
experiments for you to try
at home, activity books to
download, PhysicsQuest
resources for your school

or after school group, and
a way you can get your
physics questions answered by real physicists.
Physics Buzz
Physics Fun and Science
News.
Twitter - @PhysicsCentral

American Coal Foundation
teachcoal.org/

ACF staff members work closely with outside educational partners to develop credible
and effective educational materials for distribution to teachers. Working with these
educational professionals, ACF developed standards-based lesson plans for this website, with hyperlinks to actual standards for math, science, and social studies.

IEEE Spark

spark.ieee.org/

IEEE Spark is an online publication intended to inspire students ages 14-18 to learn
more about engineering, technology, and computing, and raise excitement about
careers in these disciplines. IEEE Spark features articles on technological innovation,
university preparation tips, professional career profiles, at-home activities, comics, and
more! IEEE Spark is brought to you by IEEE with generous funding from the IEEE New
Initiatives Committee.

Try Engineering

TryEngineering offers a variety of lesson plans that align with education standards to
allow teachers and students to apply engineering principles in the classroom.
The following training module outlines how TryEngineering lessons can benefit your
students, provides tips on how these lessons can be integrated with other subject
www.tryengineering.org/lesson.php areas and offers background information on engineering and engineering careers.
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The Democracy Project

pbskids.org/democracy/parentseducators/index.html

The activities and lesson plans you see
on the site have been designed with the
following goals in mind:
• introducing the structure and duties
of local, state and federal government
• understanding how government
affects our everyday lives, through
laws, institutions and services provided in the community
• identifying the duties of the U.S.
president and thinking critically about
the skills necessary to be a good
president
• understanding the history of voting

Baseball
www.pbs.org/kenburns/baseball/
teachers/

The Baseball series presents a unique opportunity
for teachers to bring the
rich traditions of baseball
into the classroom and
spark new enthusiasm for
subjects across curriculum.
By studying the history
of baseball, students gain
an understanding for the
struggles and triumphs
of our country throughout the past 150 years of
American history.
The activities on this site
were designed to allow

rights in America, and articulating
how voting and other forms of civic
involvement are essential to a healthy
democracy
The online activities are designed for
students in grades three to six, with accompanying lesson plans for language
arts (LA), social studies (SS), and math
(M) teachers. Below you will find more information about the educational goals for
each online activity; lesson plans for each
activity; curriculum standards related to
this content; and the teachers who wrote
the lesson plans.

teachers to draw on the
many lessons of the game
in a variety of disciplines
including social studies,
mathematics, history and
language arts and make
the fun and excitement of
baseball part of a dynamic
learning experience.
These curriculum materials weave together video
and online resources with
an instructional strategy
that builds on the visual
and collaborative strengths
of these media. The lesson

plans may be used in conjunction with the series or
adapted for use as a standalone resource.
Each lesson contains an activity overview, procedure
outline, assessment and
extension suggestions, a
list of correlating national
standards and extensive
resource suggestions.
All material listed in this
section was developed
by trained and practicing
educators.

Manga High Math
What is Mangahigh.com?  
Mangahigh.com is one of the world’s first games-based-learning sites, where students
learn Mathematics via purpose-built casual games that balance fun and learning.  
www.mangahigh.com/en_us/

Who is involved?  
Mangahigh was founded by an experienced team of mathematicians and game specialists who strive to balance game play and education.
What is Games-Based Learning?
Games-Based Learning fuses computer games and academic subjects to provide a
compelling and exciting supplement to traditional pedagogy. Many scientific studies
have shown that students perform better with the help of Games-Based Learning.
Twitter - @mangahigh
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Socrative
SIMPLE & SMART
Socrative is a smart student response system that empowers teachers by engaging
their classrooms with a series of educational exercises and games. Our apps are
super simple and take seconds to login.
Socrative runs on tablets, smartphones,
and laptops.

socrative.com/

ENGAGING
Teachers login through their device and
select an activity which controls the flow
of questions and games. Students simply

login with their device and interact real
time with the content.
ASSESSMENT
Student responses are visually represented for multiple choice, true/false and
Short Answer questions. For pre-planned
activities a teacher can view reports
online as a google spreadsheet or as an
emailed Excel file.
Twitter - @Socrative

Engage NY - Common Core Videos

engageny.org/

Produced in partnership
with NYS PBS stations
WCNY/Syracuse and
WNET/New York City,
the series illuminates the
Common Core through
conversations between
Commissioner King, a
former high school social
studies teacher and middle
school principal; Coleman,
a contributing author of

the Common Core State
Standards; and Gerson,
a Senior Fellow with the
USNY Regents Research
Fund and a former high
school English teacher and
principal.
Network Teams and other
professional development
leaders can use these
videos as a tool in their

work with schools and
districts. Most importantly,
these videos are designed
to start a conversation
between educators, districts and the State Education Department about
implementing the Common Core. Only through
our collaboration will the
Common Core truly come
to life.

PBLU - Buck Institute for Education

PBLU is an online social network of educators who continually learn and share how to
do Project Based Learning.

www.pblu.org/

PBLU provides free online two-week classes and Common Core aligned projects that
teachers customize and implement while receiving tips from an experienced PBL facilitator and feedback from the online community.
PBLU launches the summer of 2012.

Fakebook

“Fakebook” allows teachers and students to create imaginary profile pages for study
purposes.
Use “Fakebook” to chart the plot of a book, the development of a character, a series of
historical events, the debates and relationships between people, and so on!

www.classtools.net/fb/home/page

Get started by entering a name at the top of the page. Then proceed to add friends,
posts, comments and profile information. You can save your work and edit it again
later.
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NOAA Games

games.noaa.gov/

This arcade is a portal to games and interactive activities focused on ocean and
air themes. It highlights the science and
the activities of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and
other agencies and organizations promoting environmental stewardship.
WaterLife: Where Rivers Meet the Sea
This serious game is based on the ecosys-

ABCYa
www.abcya.com/

ABCya.com is the leader in
free educational kids computer games and activities
for elementary students
to learn on the web. All
children’s educational
computer activities were
created or approved by
certified school teachers.
All educational games are
free and are modeled from
primary grade lessons and

tem of a United States west coast estuary and follows a human, Valerie, as she
encounters Oscar the sea otter, and the
Claminator, a geoduck clam. The friends
are challenged to learn about the factors that produce healthy estuaries, food
webs, and why estuaries are essential to
ocean life and to humans.

enhanced to provide an interactive way for children
to learn.
Grade level lessons incorporate areas such as
math and language arts
while introducing basic
computer skills. Many
of the kindergarten and
first grade activities are
equipped with sound to

enhance understanding.
Fun children’s Holiday
activities are available in
grade level sections!
Apple, The New York
Times, Disney Family Fun
Magazine and Fox News
have featured ABCya.com’s
award-winning games and
apps.

Children’s Museum Classroom Resourcess

To support classroom learning and complement museum experiences, we offer online
school and family visit guides, educational games and activities, as well as standardsbased units of study.
Teacher Club, a group designed exclusively for teachers, includes discounts, admission
deals, a subscription to the Educator E-News, and invitations to educator events.
www.childrensmuseum.org/games

Our online teacher community provides access to museum staff and other resources
while enabling teachers to continue workshop and institute discussions.

Math Teaching Resources for K-5
This site provides an extensive collection of free resources, math games, and handson math activities aligned with the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics.
Our math printables are suitable for use in math centers, small group or whole class
settings. Instructions for each activity are presented in large print on a task card in
child-friendly language to enable students to work on tasks independently after a brief
introduction to the task.

www.k-5mathteachingresources.
com/index.html

All materials and activities on the site are designed to support the Common Core
State Standards and are based on the belief that effective mathematical learning is
best achieved when students are given frequent opportunities to develop their own
problem solving strategies, to pose questions, and to engage in mathematical inquiry
through the use of open-ended tasks.
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Professional Opportunities

CSI: Flight Adventure Teacher Institute
Monday 7/16/12
Explore ways that model aircraft have been used to solve past, present, and future challenges in aviation. Design, build, test, fly, and
revise model aircraft to explore ideas about flight. Learn how NASA uses models in aerospace research. The institute will include a
field trip to the Academy of Model Aeronautics in Muncie. Teachers: Grades 3 - 5, Dates: Friday, July 16–20, Times: 9 a.m.–4 p.m.
Fee: $25 deposit is due upon registration and will be refunded after workshop completion. Participants will be asked to provide
feedback on the Flight Adventures program such as student work, or teacher surveys. Based upon work supported by NASA under
grant award Number NNX10AK16G.
onlinesales.childrensmuseum.org/default.asp?cgcode=20
Jacobs Educator Award - Deadline July 15, 2012
The Jacobs Educator Award is supported by the Barbara B. Jacobs Chair in Education and Technology to recognize K-12 teachers
across the United States who are using technology to support innovative inquiry-based teaching and learning activities in their
classrooms. Each year, we select a small group of exceptional teachers from any grade level or content area who are at the cutting edge of integrating digital technologies into their instruction. Additionally, each selected Jacobs Educator will receive:  $1500
stipend at the end of their one-year appointment, $1000 to be used to purchase technology resources to support their teaching,
funds to support travel to Indiana University in order to participate in periodic events throughout the year.  
iub.edu/~pbltec/wordpressj/
Free Summer Online Course on Mechanics
Mechanics is the study of how forces change motion. Want a second exposure to introductory Newtonian mechanics? Then register
for Mechanics Online, a free Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) course for teachers, advanced high school students, and
curious individuals who have some familiarity with introductory mechanics. Taking place June 14 to August 31 and held through
MIT’s RELATE (Research in Learning, Assessing, and Tutoring Effectively) program, the course features e-text, videos, simulations,
problems, and weekly interactive office hours.  Videos, homework assignments, and other course materials will be available starting
June 1. All instructional material and quizzes will be available by August 10 for participants who wish to finish early. For more information, sample course activities, and to register, visit the MIT website.  
http://relate.mit.edu/physicscourse/

What PRISM Can Do For You!
• Easily find the perfect
teaching and learning
resources from our library
of over 3,500.
• Save a list of your favorite
resources for quick
retrieval.
• Create and share lesson
plans that teach your
subjects utilizing your
favorite resources.

forums.

• Store your classroom
materials online so that
they are available to you
from any computer.
• Reach your students more
effectively by using web
media for the digital age.

• Earn CRUs by completing
PRISM led online Moodle
course – either Beginning
• Develop online classrooms
Moodle or Intermediate
with interactive
Moodle courses are
assignments, lessons,
available to you at no cost
quizzes and more!
several times throughout
the year.
• Join discussions with
students, parents, or other • Select from free learning
teachers inside chats and
resources that emphasize

www.rose-prism.org

visualization, rich context,
staged-problem solving,
and electronically
enabled collaboration /
communication.
• Augment your own
dynamic presence in the
classroom with teaching
tools that mirror the skills
needed for success in
higher education and the
21st Century workplace.

Through our strong support
from the Lilly Endowment
and others, we are constantly growing and improving.
Check our site regularly to
see what new resources you
can use in your classroom.
www.rose-prism.org

PRISM is a free website that provides collections of online resources
for Indiana educators in the fields of science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics (STEM). The primary collection of digital teaching
materials is indexed according to the Indiana Academic Standards for
6th, 7th, and 8th grade and secondary education courses.

